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Abstract
Diabetic wound repair and skin regeneration remains a worldwide challenge due to the impaired
functionality of re-vascularization.
Methods: This study reports a bioactive self-healing antibacterial injectable dual-network silica-based
nanocomposite hydrogel scaffolds that can significantly enhance the diabetic wound healing/skin tissue
formation through promoting early angiogenesis without adding any bioactive factors. The
nanocomposite scaffold comprises a main network of polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA) forming
scaffolds, with an auxiliary dynamic network formed between bioactive glass nanoparticles containing
copper (BGNC) and sodium alginate (ALG) (PABC scaffolds).
Results: PABC scaffolds exhibit the biomimetic elastomeric mechanical properties, excellent
injectabilities, self-healing behavior, as well as the robust broad-spectrum antibacterial activity.
Importantly, PABC hydrogel significantly promoted the viability, proliferation and angiogenic ability of
endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) in vitro. In vivo, PABC hydrogel could efficiently restore blood vessels
networks through enhancing HIF-1α/VEGF expression and collagen matrix deposition in the
full-thickness diabetic wound, and significantly accelerate wound healing and skin tissue regeneration.
Conclusion: The prominent multifunctional properties and angiogenic capacity of PABC hydrogel
scaffolds enable their promising applications in angiogenesis-related regenerative medicine.
Key words: silica-based biomaterials, bioactive scaffolds, multifunctional properties, diabetic wound healing,
tissue engineering

Introduction
Chronic diseases such as autoimmune diseases,
diabetes and chronic skin trauma, are still difficult to
cure and the medical need is still far from satisfactory
[1]. As one of the most common chronic disease, the
skin wound in diabetes is difficult to be healed
completely, due to their low blood flow supply, poor
neutrophil antimicrobial ability and disordered

inflammatory response [2]. As a typical common
diabetic complication, more than 750,000 cases of
diabetic foot ulcer (DFU) emerge in America every
year, about 10% of which require amputation of lower
limbs [3]. Various strategies have been used to treat
and promote the diabetic wound healing [4]. As the
promising treatment methods, the cellular and
http://www.thno.org
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growth factors-based therapies have shown good
results, but they are usually costly and difficult to
clinic translation [5,6]. Therefore, the development of
highly bioactive biomaterials-based wound dressing
has become urgent and hot topic in treating chronic
injury such as diabetic wound [7].
Up to know, various biomaterials dressings,
including
porous
matrix,
transparent
film,
ointment/powder and biomedical hydrogel, have
been employed in clinic [8]. Additionally, to give the
favorable microenvironment for wound healing,
multifunctional biomaterials dressings are also
developed, such as antibacterial activity, hemostasis,
antioxidant ability [9-11]. Specially, hydrogel-based
biomaterials have the similar physical structure with
natural extracellular matrix (ECM) and have shown
promising results in improving wound healing
[12-16]. However, most of reported biomaterials
dressings showed the absence of bioactivity that could
significantly enhance the early angiogenesis and
induce
skin
tissue
formation.
Recently,
protein/peptide/exosome-functionalized
biomaterials showed excellent bioactivity in
enhancing diabetic wound healing and skin
regeneration [17-22]. Our group also developed an
exosome-based self-healing hydrogel which showed
the enhanced effect on chronic diabetic wound
healing and complete skin regeneration [23].
However, these reported bioactive dressings were
mostly still dependent on the activity of biologics but
not the biomaterials themselves.
Bioactive glasses (BGs) have shown very special
biological properties including osteogenic ability,
bone/soft tissue bonding activity and promoting
angiogenesis [24-28]. Bioactive glass nanoparticles
(BGNs) have also exhibited several promising
biomedical applications in bone regeneration, drug
and gene delivery and bioimaging [29-32]. Our
previous studies also indicated that BGN could
enhance the blood vessels formation in diabetic
wound healing through activating the HIF-1α/VEGF
signaling pathway [33,34]. On the other hand, copper
(Cu) is an essential trace element for humans and
affects the wound healing process including
angiogenesis, expression and stabilization of
extracellular skin proteins, normal melanin formation
and maintenance of normal hair structures [35,36].
Simultaneously, copper ion (Cu2+) has excellent
antibacterial properties, which can reduce the
possibility of wound infection to promote wound
healing
[37].
However,
the
increased
2+
non-physiological concentrations of Cu also increase
the risk of ion poisoning. Therefore, the controlled
release of Cu2+ could efficiently decrease the
cytotoxicity and improve their biological activity. It is
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very interesting and worthy to integrate the
monodispersed BGN containing copper (BGNC) into
a biocompatible macromolecule network to create a
bioactive self-healing antibacterial dressing for
enhancing diabetic wound healing.
Herein, without adding any biologics or drugs,
we report a complete biomaterial dressing with robust
antibacterial activity and self-healing ability, which
would significantly promote angiogenesis and
diabetic wound healing as well as skin tissue
formation. This bioactive biomaterial dressing (PABC)
was based on the BGNC crosslinked double network
hydrogel scaffold composed of polyethylene glycol
diacrylate (PEGDA) and sodium alginate (ALG)
which has shown wide applications in biomedicine. In
the bioactive PABC hydrogel system, the ALG could
crosslink with BGNC to form an antibacterial
dynamic first network and the photocrosslinking of
PEGDA was as the second network (Scheme 1). It is
hypothesized that the bioactive PABC hydrogel
scaffold dressing could efficiently seal off wound,
absorb wound extravasate, resist bacterial infection,
stimulate angiogenesis and accelerate healing of
diabetic wound.

Methods
Synthesis and characterization of PABC
hydrogel scaffold
The PAB (PABC) hydrogel scaffold was
synthesized by UV light crosslinking of PEGDA in the
presence of ALG and BGN (BGNC), and I2959 was
used as a photoinitiator. PEGDA was dissolved in PBS
solution at room temperature at a concentration of 8%
(w/v). BGN (BGNC) was uniformly dispersed in
PEGDA as solution A at different concentrations (0, 1,
2, 3 and 4 mg/mL). ALG was also dissolved in PBS (8
mg/mL), named solution B. Solution A and B were
mixed in a volume ratio of 1:1 to form solution C.
I2959 were added to solution C (0.5 wt% of the
monomer). The PAB (PABC) hydrogel scaffolds were
formed through crosslinking the solution C under a
365 nm UV light for 5 min. The PAB matrix was
prepared without BGN under the same experimental
conditions (PAB-0). The PAB scaffolds with 0 mg/mL,
1 mg/mL, 2 mg/mL, 3 mg/mL BGN were denoted as
PAB-0, PAB-2, PAB-3 respectively. The PABC
scaffolds with 3 mg/mL BGNC were denoted as
PABC-3. To characterize the morphology and
chemical compositions of the PAB composite scaffold,
the surface field emission scanning electron
microscopy (FESEM) and energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) images were collected on a
Quanta 250 and an Oxford X-Max N, respectively. The
chemical structure of PAB/PABC scaffold was tested
http://www.thno.org
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by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR,
Nicolet 6700) from 4000–750 cm−1 with an average
value of 32x scans.

Multifunctional properties evaluations
The swelling behavior, rheological mechanical
properties, self-healing ability, robust antibacterial
activity of various scaffolds was evaluated according
to previously reported methods [10]. The details of
evaluation procedures are given in the supporting
information.

Endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) viability,
proliferation, tube formation assessment
The EPCs derived from bone marrow of
Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats were isolated and
identified according to previous studies [34,38]. The
EPCs viability and proliferation was investigated
through cell counting Kit-8 (CCK-8, Dojindo Co.) and
Cell-Light™ EdU Apollo®567 In Vitro Kit (RiboBio
Co., China) respectively. For tube formation assay, the
cell suspension (5×103 cells per well) pre-treated with
PABC scaffold for 48 h was added into a µ-Slide
(IBIDI, Germany) pre-coated with growth factor
reduced basement membrane matrix (BD, Corning,
US). After 6 h of incubation, the formed tubes were
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observed under a Nikon inverted light microscope.
The number of tubes was counted according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. The particular steps and
methods were described from the added files
(supporting file).

Animal experiment of diabetic full-thickness
wounds
All animal protocols were approved by the
Animal Care and Use Committee of Wenzhou
Medical University. The male ICR mice with a weight
of 30 to 35 g (SLAC laboratory animal company,
China), were induced as the diabetic mice and used in
this study. To induce a diabetic model, the mice were
fasted overnight and intraperitoneally injected with
1% streptozotocin (STZ, 130 mg/kg) dissolved in 0.1
M sodium citrate buffer. After 2 w, the mice with a
blood glucose level higher than 16.7 mM, together
with the observed symptoms of weight loss and
polyuria, were considered as diabetes. Two circular
full-thickness wounds were created on the back of the
mice with a diameter of 8 mm (to a level of panniculus
muscle) and employed to evaluate wound healing
ability of hydrogel scaffolds. The detailed procedure
was shown in supported file.

Scheme 1. Synthesis and potential wound healing application of PABC hydrogel. (A) Main components of PABC hydrogel including PEGDA, ALG and BGN; (B)
Schematic representation of PABC hydrogel formation; (C) Potential application in diabetic wound healing and hypothetical mechanism.

http://www.thno.org
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Evaluation of diabetic full-thickness wounds
healing
At day 0, 7, 14 and 21, the wounds in different
groups were recorded by a digital camera, and the
wound margins were also traced. The wound healing
rate can be calculated with the following equation:
wound closure rates (%) = (A0-At)×100%/A0, where
A0 represented the wound area at day 0, and At is for
the wound area at day 7, 14 and 21, respectively. The
wound area was determined by the micrometer
calipers. The blood flow in the diabetic wound was
measured by a laser Doppler imager (MoorLDI-2,
Moor Instruments Limited) and the supported file
showed the method in detail. The wound healing
process and performance was analyzed by the
histological evaluation, immunofluorescence staining
and western blotting analysis in which the detailed
methods were seen in the supporting information.

Statistical analysis
All data are presented as mean ± standard
deviation (mean ± SD). The statistical differences were
determined by the one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with GraphPad Prism 7.0 software and p <
0.05 was considered as statistical difference. The * p <
0.05 and ** p <0.01 were versus the indicated group.

Results and Discussion
Fabrication and characterizations of scaffold
Here, the double-network hydrogel was formed
through the first photo-crosslinked PEGDA polymer
network and the second ALG-BGNC network which
was presented by the dynamic interaction of ALG and
Ca2+/Cu2+ ions from BGN (BGNC) (Scheme 1A-B).
The PAB (PABC) scaffold was obtained after
irradiated for 5 min under a UV lamp (365 nm) with
the presence of photoinitiator (I2959). The
physicochemical evaluation of PAB scaffold with
different proportions of BGN was performed by
measuring the degradation, FTIR spectroscopy,
swelling, and rheological behavior. It is hypothesized
that the bioactive PABC hydrogel scaffold dressing
could efficiently seal off wound, absorb wound
extravasate, resist bacterial infection, stimulate
angiogenesis and accelerate healing of diabetic
wound (Scheme 1C).
The porous morphology of the PAB (PABC)
scaffold was observed clearly through FESEM (Figure
1A). The uniform distribution of Si (green), Ca (blue),
Cu (yellow) element in the hydrogel scaffolds could
be clearly found from the EDS mapping (Figure 1B).
The monodispersed BGNC could be seen in the wall
of PABC scaffold (SEM image) and the EDS analysis
also confirmed the elements composition of BGNC
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(Figure 1C). The FTIR spectra showed the chemical
structure of various scaffolds (Figure 1D). All
scaffolds exhibited the characteristic absorption bands
of -CH2- at 2800-3000 and 1400-1500 cm-1 from
PEGDA, C=O vibration absorption bands at 1730 cm-1
from ALG. After the addition of BGNs/BGNCs, the
apparent Si-O-Si vibration absorption bands at 1035
cm-1 were observed clearly.
There was a significant effect for addition of
BGNC on the swelling balance of PABC. The swelling
ratio of the PAB/PABC scaffold increased almost
linearly with the swelling time in the first 4 h and
reached the swelling equilibrium after 12 h (Figure
1E). The equilibrium swelling ratios of PAB-0, PAB-2,
PAB-3 and PABC-3 scaffold were 168.2%, 177.4%,
217.1% and 220.0%, respectively, suggesting that the
addition of BGNCs significantly increased the
swelling ability of PABC scaffold. This result could be
attributed to the fact that the strong interaction
between BGNCs and ALG probably decreased the
crosslink density of PEGDA network. In addition to
the swelling ratio, the addition of BGNs/BGNCs also
improved the weight loss rate (degradation) of
scaffold (Figure 1F). The results of ICP test of BGNC
and PABC scaffold showed that the Cu2+ could be
released sustainably with the soaking time (Figures
1G and Figure S1A-B). The incorporation of BGNCs
could significantly retard the release rate of Cu2+ in
scaffold. The sustained release of bioactive Cu2+ from
PABC scaffold would probably enhance their
bioactive functions including antibacterial ability and
angiogenesis activity [35,36,39-41].
The self-healing capacity, injectability and
dynamic mechanical behavior of PAB/PABC scaffold
were also investigated respectively. Previous study
showed that the ionic bond could be rapidly formed
between the carboxylic anion on the ALG chain and
divalent metal ion in solution, which promoted the
easy formation of the scaffold with dynamic
reversible character [42] (Figure 2A). In this study, the
Ca2+ and Cu2+ in BGN probably has the strong ionic
bond interaction with ALG and this interaction could
contribute to the self-healing ability of hydrogel
(Figure 2A). When the separated two parts (blue and
red) was put together, they recombined rapidly after 3
h (Figure 2B). After 12 and 48 h, the blue and red color
was gradually fused together, suggesting the recovery
of hydrogel. When gently pulling the self-healing
PABC scaffold with tweezers, PABC scaffold
exhibited excellent adhesive mechanical behavior
(Figure 2C). The above experimental results
confirmed that PABC scaffold exhibited good
self-healing properties. Additionally, the PABC
hydrogel scaffold could be easily extruded and form
different letters, indicating the good injectable ability
http://www.thno.org
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(Figure 2D). The rheological curves at different
frequencies indicated that the storage and loss moduli
(G’, G”) of all hydrogel scaffolds exhibited similar
nonlinear rheological behavior and increase with
increasing shear rate (Figure 2E). It should be noted
that there was a significant increase in the elastomeric
storage modulus G’ at 10 Hz as increasing BGN
(Figure 2F). It was also observed that the modulus of
hydrogel was a little decreased when low content of
nanoparticles was added (PAB-2), which was
probably due to the heterogeneous distribution of
nanoparticles and decreased crosslinking density of
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polymer. As subjected to multiple high and low shear
tests, it was found that after BGN’s addition, the
storage modulus G’ of the PABC scaffold was more
stable and the self-healing performance was better
(Figure 2G and Figure S1). In order to further
investigate the effect of the scaffold after self-healing,
the storage modulus of scaffold after healing was
tested at different time points (Figure 2H-J). There
was no significant difference in the storage modulus
for PAB-3 and PABC-3 scaffold at different time
points, indicating the rapid recovery of scaffold after
self-healing.

Figure 1. Structure characterizations of PABC hydrogel. (A) SEM images showing the porous structure of hydrogel; (B) Mapping pictures of each element (Si, Ca and
Cu); (C) High magnification SEM image of PABC3 hydrogel and EDS spectra; (D) FTIR spectra between 3000–650 cm-1; (E) Swell ratio and (F) Weight loss of PABC hydrogels;
(G) Cu2+ release behavior in BGNC and PABC hydrogel. (*p<0.05 and **p<0.01.)

http://www.thno.org
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Figure 2. Rheological mechanical properties of PABC hydrogel. (A) Schematic of the self-healing mechanism for PABC hydrogel; (B) Self-healing process showed by
optical and microscopic photos at different time points; (C) Optical photos of adhesive behavior after self-healing; (D) Optical photos of injectable behavior; (E) Storage moduli
G’ and loss moduli G” of PABC hydrogels with different frequencies; (F) Storage moduli G’ of PABC hydrogels with different concentrations of BGN(C); (G) Storage moduli G’
of PABC hydrogels by the continuous step strain (1% strain→1000% strain→1% strain) measurements to demonstrate the damage-healing property; (H-J) Storage moduli G' of
(H) PAB-0, (I)PAB-3 and (J)PABC-3 hydrogels at different time points. (*p<0.05 and **p<0.01.)

The tensile and compressive mechanical
properties of PAB/PABC scaffold was also evaluated
(Figure 3). PAB-based hybrid scaffold showed
significantly high adhesive ability and tensile strength
at a strain of 65% (Figure 3A-B). PAB-3 exhibited the
best tensile strength of ~200 Pa (Figure 3C). The
PAB/PABC scaffold also showed elastomeric
compressive behavior (Figure 3D), and the addition of
BGN significantly enhanced compressive strength of

scaffold (Figure 3E). Compared with PAB-0 scaffold
(~3 kPa), the PAB-3, PABC-3 and PAB-4 scaffold
showed the significantly high compressive strength of
~4.2 kPa, 4.9 kPa and 6.1 kPa respectively (Figure 3F).
Figure 3G-I show the antifatigue mechanical
properties of scaffold after 4 cycles compressive test.
The similar compress-release stress curves for PAB-0,
PAB-3 and PABC-3 indicated their excellent
elastomeric recovery ability. However, the hysteresis
http://www.thno.org
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loops for PAB and PABC scaffold was significantly
increased due to the addition of BGN/BGNC (Figure
3H-I). These results showed that the mechanical
properties of hydrogel scaffolds were increased firstly
and then decreased when the BGN contents increased.
The previous studies showed the mechanical
properties of nanocomposites were determined by the
interaction between different phases [24,25]. In our
study, the hydrogel scaffolds with relative low
concentration of BGN could efficiently increase the
interaction between nanoparticle and ALG, but high
content of BGN would aggregate in the hydrogel and
decrease
the
tensile/compressive/elastomeric
properties.

Antibacterial activity evaluation
It was well known that Cu2+ with suitable
concentration could eradicate common micro-
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organisms, including bacteria, molds, fungi, and so
on. Previous result showed that PABC scaffold
demonstrated a sustained release behavior of Cu2+.
Therefore, the possible antibacterial activity of PABC
scaffold was investigated. Figure 4 shows the
antibacterial activity of scaffold against S.aureus
(Gram-positive bacteria) and E.coli (Gram-negative
bacteria). The minimum inhibitory concentration
(MIC) of PABC was 270 µg/mL for S.aureus and 125
µg/mL for E.coli, while the no obvious antibacterial
activity of PAB was observed. Before incubation with
scaffold (0 h), all groups showed high S.aureus and
E.coli colonies (Figure 4A), as well as strong bacteria
survival ratio (~100%) (Figure 4B). As compared to
PAB-0 and PAB-3 scaffold, the number and ratio of
surviving colonies of the two bacteria with PABC-3
scaffold was close to 0% after 3 h incubation (Figure
4A-B). Thus, PABC-3 scaffold had excellent

Figure 3. Elastomeric mechanical properties of PABC hydrogels. (A) Optical photos of tensile behavior; (B) Tensile stress–strain curves from 0% to 65% strain and
(C) Tensile stress at 65% strain; (D) Optical photos of compressive behavior; (E) Compression stress–strain curves from 0% to 80% strain and (F) Compression stress at 80%
strain; (G-I) Fatigue test after 4 cycles at 50% strain for (G) PAB-0, (H) PAB-3, (I) PABC-3 composite hydrogels. (*p<0.05 and **p<0.01.)

http://www.thno.org
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antibacterial activity against S.aureus and E.coli. In
order to further verify the robust antibacterial effect of
PABC-3 scaffold, we investigated the recyclable
antibacterial ability of PABC scaffold. The similar
concentrations and volumes of bacteria to previous
experiments were selected and added at 0, 3 and 6 h.
For three consecutive additions of bacteria, the
significantly high bacterial growth was found in
PAB-0 and PAB-3 group, however, the survival rate of
the bacteria remained less than 1% in PABC-3 group
suggesting their excellent recyclable antibacterial
effect (Figure 4C-D). The released Cu2+ in the PABC-3
scaffold was probably the main reason of the
long-lasting antibacterial effect.

In vitro endothelial cells biocompatibility and
angiogenesis analysis
The effects of PABC scaffold on the cytotoxicity
of EPCs were studied (Figure 5). EDU and CCK8 tests
were used to assess the cell proliferation status
influenced by the PA (PAB-0), PAB (PAB-3) and
PABC (PABC-3) scaffold. After 48 h of co-culture with
PABC scaffold, the cell viability and proliferation
were significantly enhanced compared with PAB
scaffold and control (Figure 5A-C). Although the
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EPCs proliferation of PAB scaffold group was also
significantly higher than control, PABC group still
had advantages on cell viability and proliferation
with higher OD value of live cells and more EDU
stained positive cells. In vitro angiogenesis was
evaluated by the tube formation after EPCs were
treated with scaffold for 48 h. It can be easily seen that
PABC scaffold significantly enhanced the angiogenic
ability of EPCs, and the significantly evidently higher
number of newly-formed sprouting tubes were
observed when compared with PA scaffold and
control group (Figure 5D-E). Similar to the cell
proliferation results, PAB scaffold also showed a
positive effect on the tube formation of EPCs,
indicating that the addition of bioactive glass could
significantly enhance the angiogenic ability of PA
matrix.

Diabetic wound healing assessment
PABC and PAB scaffold possessed excellent
cytocompatibility and promoted angiogenesis in vitro,
indicating their potential application on diabetic
wound healing. To investigate the healing effect of
PABC scaffold on diabetic wounds, the as-prepared
scaffold was used to treat the full-thickness cutaneous

Figure 4. Robust antibacterial activity of PABC hydrogel. (A-B) Growth picture of bacteria (S.aureus and E.coli) on agar plate (A) and survival ratio (B) after co-culture
with hydrogel for 0, 3, 6 and 9 h; (C-D) Bacteria (S.aureus and E.coli) growth graphs on agar plate (C) and survival ratio (D) after co-culture of hydrogel for repeatable times
(adding bacteria respectively at 0, 3, 6 h). (*p<0.05 and **p<0.01.)

http://www.thno.org
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wounds of ICR mice (Figure 6A). Figure 6B shows the
representative gross observation images of the
diabetic wound healing process at different time
points. The wounds treated by PABC scaffold healed
much faster at the early stage of healing (day 7), and
were basically covered with newly-formed epidermis
at day 21. The statistical data also indicated that the
wound healing rates at day 7, 14 and 21 were
significantly higher in PABC group when compared
with control and PA group, followed by the PAB
scaffold group (Figure 6C).
The healing pathology of wounds treated by
injected sample was evaluated by H&E staining. The
length of wound area was significantly shorter in
PABC group than control at day 7, followed by PAB
and PA groups (Figure 7A-B). The wounds treated
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with PABC and PAB scaffold were filled with
abundant newly-formed granulation tissue with
neo-epidermis, whereas less regenerated tissue was
found in control and PA group (Figure 7A). The
statistical data also confirmed that the thickness of
granulation tissue was significantly higher in all
scaffold groups when compared with control (Figure
7C). At day 21, the wounds were covered with
neo-epidermis, and PABC group still showed the
highest amount of granulation tissue (Figure 7D).
Moreover, skin appendages-structure like tissue also
appeared in PABC group, suggesting that the early
fast healing in diabetic wounds would benefit the
healing outcomes with less of scar tissue and skin
appendages formation.

Figure 5. Cell biocompatibility and in vitro angiogenesis of HUVECs stimulated for 48 h by hydrogels. (A-B) Cell proliferation staining (A) and positive cells
statistics (B) evaluation by EDU kit (scale bar 200 µm); (C) Cell viability test by CCK-8 kit; (D-E) Tube formation assay results including the phase contrast micrograph (D) and
tube number analysis (E) (scale bar: 200 µm).

http://www.thno.org
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Figure 6. Effect of hydrogel on diabetic wound healing. (A) Construction of diabetic wound model in ICR mice (about 1 cm in diameter); (B) Gross observation of
wound healing process during 21 days treatment by various hydrogels (PA, PAB, PABC), DM: Diabetes mellitus wound was used as a control; (C) Wound closure rates at day
7, 14 and 21. (*p<0.05 and **p<0.01.)

Masson staining showed the collagen deposition
and remodeling in diabetic wounds treated with
PABC scaffold. The collagen amount in PABC group
was obviously higher than other groups, which also
confirmed the H&E staining results that PABC had
the thickest granulation tissue (Figure 8). At day 21,
the collagen fiber content was still higher in the
scaffold treated wounds. Moreover, collagen fibers in
PABC and PAB groups showed more organized
structures with dense fiber density compared to
control. These results indicated that PABC scaffold
can accelerate the collagen deposition and remodeling
in the diabetic wound healing process.

Angiogenesis in diabetic wounds and related
mechanism
The above results showed that diabetic wound
healing can be accelerated by the PABC scaffold. In
vitro results also exhibited that PABC scaffold had
potent pro-angiogenic effect on EPCs. The related
mechanism about the enhanced in vitro angiogenesis
performance for benefiting wound healing was then
investigated. Laser Doppler analysis results showed
that PABC group had the highest level of blood flow
volume at all the three time points of healing,
followed by the PAB group (Figure 9). The blood flow
volume in PA group was compared to control, which
both were significantly lower than PABC and PAB
groups at day 7, 14 and 21 (Figure 9A). Additionally,
the blood flow peaked at day 7, and then maintained
at a relatively lower level in all groups (Figure 9B-C).

The high blood perfusion in PABC scaffold means
that more functional vessels with blood flow was
achieved, which suggested that in vivo angiogenesis
was also upregulated in diabetic wounds.
The CD31 and α-SMA immunofluorescence
staining was then performed to indicate the
newly-formed and relatively mature blood vessels
stabilized with smooth muscle cells (SMCs) at day 7,
respectively. The number of CD31 positive stained
new blood vessels in PABC group was significantly
higher than all other three groups, whereas the
control wounds had very few vessels compared to
others (Figure 10 A-B). To further study whether Cu2+
released from PABC hydrogel enhanced the
angiogenesis of diabetic wounds, the related
mechanism was also investigated. Figure 10C-F
shows the expression of HIF-1α, VEGF-A, VEGF R2 in
diabetic wounds. The band density of HIF-1α was
significantly higher in PABC group, followed by PAB
and PA group (Figure 10C-D). It should be mentioned
that the protein level of VEGF-A, which almost had no
expression in control wounds, was significantly
up-regulated in PABC scaffold group (Figure 10E).
The level of VEGF R2 showed a similar change pattern
as HIF-1α, with increased expression in PABC group
(Figure 10F). As for α-SMA staining, all wounds had
positive staining at day 7 post treatment (Figure 11A).
PABC scaffold group showed very strong positive
staining of α-SMA with significantly higher number
of vessels than PAB, PA and control group (Figure
11A-B). The representative images of H&E staining
http://www.thno.org
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also confirmed that PABC group had the highest
number of blood vessels (Figure 11C), which
confirmed the immunostaining staining results of
CD31 and α-SMA. The enhanced formation of blood
vessels in diabetic wounds may be partially due to the
incorporation of Cu2+ ions in the PABC hydrogel. The
previous studies showed that the Cu2+ could stabilize
HIF-1α and stimulate cells to secrete VEGF, therefore
induce blood vessels formation and vascularization
[39-41]. In this study, the Cu2+ can be released from
the PABC scaffold, which avoided the side-effect of
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burst release and may have a better bioactive function
in stimulating angiogenesis. Taken together, PABC
scaffold can efficiently promote the angiogenesis of
diabetic wounds. The results indicated that the
HIF-1α/VEGF/VEGFR2 could be enhanced by PABC
scaffold, especially by the Cu2+ sustainably released
from the scaffold during the healing process, and the
up-regulated VEGF level plays a critical role in
promoting the angiogenesis and neo-vascularization,
further accelerating the diabetic wound repair and
regeneration.

Figure 7. Pathological evaluation of diabetic wound after treatment for 7 and 21 days. (A) Representative H&E staining images at day 7 and 21; (B) Wound length
analysis at day 7; (C-D) Quantification evaluation of granulation tissue thickness at day 7 (C) and day 21 (D). Scale bar: 200 µm. (*p<0.05 and **p<0.01.)

http://www.thno.org
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Figure 8. Masson staining results of diabetic wound tissue after treatment of hydrogels at day 7 and 21. Scale bar: 200 µm in original images and 20 µm in enlarged
images.

Figure 9. Effect of hydrogel on functional blood vessel formation in diabetic wounds. (A) Representative Laser Doppler scan images on the diabetic wound after
treatment at day 7, 14, and 21; (B) Relative intensity bar of blood flow in wounds; (C) Quantification of blood flow volume at day 7, 14 and 21 using moorLDI Review V6.1
software. (*p<0.05 and **p<0.01.)
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Figure 10. Angiogenic proteins expression stimulated by hydrogel at day 7. (A) Representative images of immunofluorescence staining of CD31 (scale bar: 20µm);
(B) Quantification data of newly-formed vessels at day 7; (C) Western blood results of HIF-1α, VEGF-A, VEGF R2 in different groups; (D-F) quantification results of HIF-1α (D),
VEGF-A (E), VEGF R2 (F) protein levels at different groups. (*p<0.05 and **p<0.01.)

Conclusions
In summary, we developed an injectable
self-healing bioactive PABC hydrogel scaffold with
robust antibacterial activity and angiogenesis capacity
for treating diabetic wound. PABC scaffold exhibits
excellent injectability, self-healing and viscoelastic
mechanical properties, as well as repeatable
antibacterial properties. PABC scaffold also has good
cytocompatibility,
significantly
enhances
the
angiogenic ability of EPCs in vitro. PABC scaffold
demonstrates a good adhesion on diabetic wound,
accelerates collagen deposition and remodeling
promotes the early angiogenesis/neovascularization
through enhancing the HIF-1α/VEGF expression, and

efficiently enhances diabetic wound healing.
Moreover, PABC scaffold also enhances the skin
appendages-like tissue formation, which suggests that
our scaffold can probably benefit the skin tissue
formation and decrease of scar tissue.
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